In this paper, we propose a method for semantic segmentation of pedestrian trajectories based on pedestrian behavior models, or agents. The agents model the dynamics of pedestrian movements in two-dimensional space using a linear dynamics model and common start and goal locations of trajectories. First, agent models are estimated from the trajectories obtained from image sequences. Our method is built on top of the Mixture model of Dynamic pedestrian Agents (MDA); however, the MDA's trajectory modeling and estimation are improved. Then, the trajectories are divided into semantically meaningful segments. The subsegments of a trajectory are modeled by applying a hidden Markov model using the estimated agent models. Experimental results with a real trajectory dataset show the effectiveness of the proposed method as compared to the well-known classical Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm and also to the original MDA model.
Introduction
The analysis of the behavior and trajectories of pedestrians captured by video cameras is an important topic in the computer vision field, and has been widely studied over the decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . When researchers handle trajectories, they frequently perform segmentation to reduce the computation cost and extract local information. There are three typical approaches [7, 8] :
• Temporal segmentation: a trajectory is split at the points at which two observed locations are temporally at a distance from each other. • Shape-based segmentation: a trajectory is split at points of larger curvature, which indicate that the target may change its direction at that point. This is used for simplifying the shape of trajectories; the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm [9, 10] is a well-known approach of this type. • Semantic segmentation: a whole trajectory is divided into semantically meaningful segments; many methods have been proposed for different tasks [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In this paper, we focus on the third approach, semantic segmentation of trajectories based on models of human behavior (or agents). We represent the semantics of segments using agent models to capture the direction in which pedestrians walk when entering and exiting a scene. Hence, our task is to segment a trajectory into several different sub-trajectories represented using different agent models. It would be beneficial if segments associated behavior [16, 17] could be obtained; for example, a long-term temporal change of behavior from a sequence of segments may be found, which is not possible using a series of raw trajectory coordinates. Furthermore, collective analysis by using many trajectory segments with associated behavior may be useful to find potential crowded regions in a scene. However, no segmentation methods of trajectories have been proposed for facilitating the task of human behavior analysis. Our proposed method first estimates agent models by using the Mixture model of Dynamic pedestrian Agents (MDA) [18] , and then segments trajectories using the learned agent models by applying hidden Markov arXiv:1912.05727v1 [cs.CV] 12 Dec 2019 models (HMM) [19, 20] . 1 
Related work
The RDP algorithm [9, 10] is frequently used for trajectory simplification. It segments a trajectory while preserving important points in order to retain the trajectory's shape to the greatest extent possible. First, the start and end points of a trajectory are preserved. Then, RDP finds the point located the greatest distance away from the line between two preserved points and keeps it if the distance is larger than threshold . This process iterates recursively until no further points are preserved. Finally, all the preserved points are used to segment the trajectory. This method is simple and preserves the approximate shape of the trajectory; however, an appropriate value of has to be specified. Task oriented methods have also been proposed. Yuan et al. [11] proposed a system called T-Finder, which recommends to taxi drivers locations at which as many potential customers as possible exist, and to users locations where they can expect to find taxis. For this purpose, these methods estimate the locations of taxis based on their driving trajectories and segment the trajectories as a pre-processing procedure. Lee et al. [12] proposed the trajectory outlier detection algorithm (TRAOD), an algorithm for finding outliers in trajectories based on segmentation by using the minimum description length (MDL) principle. Zheng et al. estimated transportation modes [13] [14] [15] , such as walking, car, bus, and bicycle, and used them for semantic segmentation in terms of the mode of transportation.
In contrast, our proposed method uses semantic human behavior models, called agent models, learned from pedestrian trajectories in videos. This task is entirely different from that of the RDP algorithm, in which merely the simplified shape of a trajectory is taken into account and segments have no relation to behavior models. Furthermore the objective of our study differed from that of previous studies on semantic segmentation of trajectories [13] [14] [15] , in which a trajectory is composed of different vehicles. Our goal was to perform the segmentation of a person's trajectory by dividing it into different behavior (agent) models.
Learning agent models
In this section, we describe the MDA model [18] proposed by Zhou et al. and our improved model, called improved MDA (iMDA). The MDA model is a hierarchical Bayesian model for representing pedestrian trajectories by using a mixture model of linear dynamic systems and common start and goal locations (called beliefs). The parameters of the dynamics and beliefs of each agent are estimated by using an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm that alternates the E step (expectation over hidden variables) and M step (parameter estimation). In other words, soft clustering of trajectories to the estimated agents and optimization by using weighted sums are iterated.
It is reasonable to use MDA for the task of semantic segmentation of pedestrian trajectories, because it estimates agent models that reflect pedestrian behaviors: the direction in which the person is walking, his/her speed, and the locations from which and to which the person is moving. These are modeled by agents using dynamics and beliefs. However, MDA was proposed for performing clustering of trajectories, and therefore, we extend it by adding HMM for segmentation. Furthermore, the original MDA suffers a convergence problem, and hence, we propose an improved version of MDA.
Formulation
Let y t ∈ R 2 be two-dimensional coordinates at time t of a pedestrian trajectory y = {y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y τ }, and x t ∈ R 2 be the corresponding state of the linear dynamic system
where N (·) represents a normal distribution with covariance matrices Q, R ∈ R 2×2 , and A ∈ R 2×2 is the state transition matrix and b ∈ R 2 is the translation vector. This means that the state transition is assumed to be a similar transformation. In this study, we explicitly used the translation vector for similar transformations, while Zhou et la. [18] used homogeneous coordinates for their formulation. MDA represents pedestrian trajectories modeled by agents with dynamics D and belief B. Here, dynamics D = (A, b, Q, R) describes a pedestrian's movement in the two-dimensional scene. Belief B describes the starting point x s and end point x e of the trajectory, each represented by normal distributions:
x e ∼ p(x e ) = N (x e |µ e , Φ e );
that is, belief is represented as B = (µ s , Φ s , µ e , Φ e ), describing the common starting and end locations. The mixture weights are written as π m = p(z = m) with hidden variable z, which indicates that the trajectory is generated by the m-th agent. Trajectory observation y = {y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y τ } may not start and end at the exact start and end points x s and x e . For example, a pedestrian is visible to the camera and tracked over video frames to generate y 0 , y 1 , . . .; however, the common starting point µ s may be occluded by walls or signboards. Therefore, we model states x before and after the observed points y 0 , . . . , y τ of the trajectory:
The length of the observation is τ + 1, and the length of the states before the observation is t s and after the observation t e . Figure 1 shows a graphical model of MDA. Observed trajectory y is generated by states x, and all states are governed by a single hidden variable z that switches agent models D and B.
Learning
where the joint probability is given by
with respect to parameters Θ. The abovementioned equations used in [18] have many hidden variables, and we simplify the likelihood by writing the hidden variables as
The EM algorithm is used for estimation by alternating the E and M steps, as H is not observed.
E step of the original MDA
The E step of MDA [18] takes the expectation of the log likelihood with respect to the hidden variables H:
is computed by using the modified Kalman filter [18, 22] . Note that x k should have the subscript h k , because it differs for different agents z = m; however, we omit it for simplicity. Weights γ k are posterior probabilities given as
By assuming independence among hidden variables z, t s , and t e , we have By removing t s and t e by assuming them to be uniform, we have
where likelihood p(y k |h k ,Θ) is also computed by using the modified Kalman filter [18, 22] .
E step of improved MDA
The E step of MDA described above suffers a convergence problem in practice, because it does not explicitly take belief B into account in γ. In fact, it is implicitly included in the form of p(y k |h k ,Θ); however, the modified (or ordinal) Kalman filter does not deal with belief parameters.
We solve the problem by introducing two improvements. First, we separate x s and x e from the other states and use them as hidden variables. This is because these starting and end states are in fact hidden states when t s and t e are non-zero (as is usual). Belief parameters are affected by these starting and end states only, and therefore, it is necessary to include them as the information of beliefs B in the E step. Hereafter, x 1:T denotes the sequence of states x, except x s and x e .
Second, we explicitly model t s and t e with Poisson distribution:
Uniform distributions are assumed in the E step of the original MDA; however, this may prevent the iteration from converging, because any number of states before and after observations is allowed with equal possibilities. This means that a trajectory can start from a location very distant from the beginning of the observation, although usually this does not occur. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . An example trajectory observation is shown as dots in white and starts from the right bottom of the scene and ends at the left. This trajectory is expected to go out from the left exit because there are no further observations. The uniform distribution assigns the same probabilities to both the cases of the left and right exits; however, the latter case is much less likely to happen. In contrast, the Poisson distribution reasonably assigns a higher probability to the case of the left exit. As in the E step above, we take the expectation with hidden variables, including X s = {x k s } and X e = {x k e }:
There is an approximation in the third line, because marginalizing with respect to x s and x e is computationally expensive. The effect is, however, negligible, because usually the differences between next states are very small: the difference between x s = x −ts and x −ts+1 , and the difference between x e = x τ +te and x τ +te−1 are smaller than the distances to the locations of start µ s and goal µ e . We further approximate it by omitting x s and x e :
The effect of this omission on Q is very small because only the first and last states from a long sequence of states exist. We computex k = E x k 1:T |y k ,h k [x k ] (as an approximation, again by omitting x s and x e ) by using the modified Kalman filter [18, 22] , as in the original E step.
There are two differences between Q above and that in the original E step. First, the original Q has all states x, but our improved version of Q, shown above, has x 1:T (except x s and x e ). Second, weights γ are different. Here, we derive γ k as
Note that we assume independence among x k s , x k e , and h k ; however, t s and t e are modeled by Poisson distribution, and hence, p(t s ) and p(t e ) remain. In the last line, we approximate it again by omitting x s and x e for computing the modified Kalman filter.
M step of improved MDA
In the M step, we findΘ = arg max Θ Q(Θ,Θ) by solving a system of equations obtained by differentiating Q with respect to Θ.
In the following formulas of the proposed iMDA, we introduce two improvements. First, we derive the formulas for the parameters of Poisson distribution λ s and λ e . Second, in fact the MDA formulas (particularly for A and b) are incorrect and we show the correct formula with its derivation in the Appendix. In the MDA formulation, homogeneous coordinates are used for similar transformation with a 3×3 matrix, which is not useful for differentiation. In our formulation, we use explicitly translation vector b instead of homogeneous coordinates, which leads to
Here, vec is the vectorization operator and ⊗ is the tensor product. Notation h/z = m means that z is fixed to m in the summation over h = {z, t s , t e }. The ranges of summation are from 1 to K for trajectory k, from 1 to M for agent m, and from 1 to τ for time t, if observation y t is involved, and otherwise from −t s to τ + t e , i.e., between the start and end points of the observations. Note that the search range of t s and t e is reduced by an ad hoc technique used in [18] . Figure 3 shows the graphical model of the proposed trajectory segmentation. We propose using agent models obtained by iMDA for segmentation with HMM. In contrast to the MDA model ( Fig. 1 ) that shares the hidden variable z across all states x, our model has different hidden variables Z = {z 1 , z 2 , . . .} indicating for which agent model the state is generated. However, it is difficult to use a single two-dimensional point for inferring the agent to which the point belongs, because agent models represent dynamics and beliefs, which are difficult to infer using a single point. Instead, we use successive N states in the MDA model (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 in Fig. 3 as N = 3 is used in the experiments) as a single state X 1 corresponding to a hidden variable z 1 . Note that in Fig. 3 we collect three successive states without overlapping; however, the following discussion is effective without modification for the overlapping case (e.g., x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , and so on). Our model, shown in Fig. 3 , is considerably more complicated than the MDA model and it is difficult to learn all the parameters of HMM and iMDA jointly. Instead, we propose a two-stage algorithm composed of agent estimation followed by segmentation. First, the agent models (D and B) are estimated with the iMDA described in the previous section. We denote these agents
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. As a byproduct, states x t in the MDA model are also obtained through the modified Kalman filter asx k = E x k 1:T |y k ,h k [x k ] for each agent m. Therefore, we use these estimated statesx 1 ,x 2 , . . . to construct states X 1 , X 2 , . . ..
Second, we fix these states X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . .} during the segmentation procedure; in other words, states X are used as observations for HMM. For HMM training, we use the Baum-Welch algorithm [19] to estimate the state transition matrix A = {a ij }, an M × M matrix, the (i, j) element of which is transition probability a ij = p(z t = j|z t−1 = i) from agent ω i to agent ω j . Each state X t = {x t1 ,x t2 , . . .x tN } is supposed to be generated based on the output (or emission) probability matrix B = {b mt }. We define it as
This is a likelihood representing how the sequencex t1 ,x t2 , . . .x tN fits the dynamicsÂ m ,b m ,Q m of agent m. Here, we do not use the belief parameters, because state X t corresponds to a short trajectory segment, and it is not stable to find the start and goal locations from a short segment X t . Note that we do not estimate the initial distribution of agents during the training, but instead use weights {π m } estimated in the agent estimation.
To estimate A, the Baum-Welch algorithm performs the EM algorithm to maximize the fol- lowing log likelihood given K trajectories.
where
When A has been estimated, we use the Viterbi algorithm [20] for estimating hidden variables Z t for the test trajectories. This is a MAP estimate that maximizes the following posterior probability of Z, given new test trajectory state X:
When a new test trajectory y = {y 0 , . . . , y τ } is given, statesx = {x 0 , . . . ,x τ } are obtained by using the modified Kalman filter with the estimated agent models, and then, the HMM observation sequence X = {X t } is constructed so that X 1 = {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 } and so on. After the Viterbi algorithm has been performed,Ẑ = {Z t } is obtained and then converted to a sequence s = {s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s τ } of the same length as y as a segmentation result (s i ∈ {1, . . . , m}), so that s 0 = s 1 = s 2 = Z 1 and so on.
Experiments
We compared the proposed method, denoted by iMDA+HMM, with the RDP algorithm [9, 10] in terms of segmentation accuracy. Trajectories in the Pedestrian Walking Path Dataset [1] were used for the experiments. This dataset contains 12684 pedestrian trajectories in videos of size 1920 × 1080 pixels. We evaluated the methods using real trajectories from the dataset.
Metrics
We define two evaluation metrics used in the experiments, positional error and step error, as defined in Algorithm 1, and shown in Figure 5 . Estimated segments should match actual segments, regardless of the agent models, in terms of segmentation accuracy. Therefore, we manually specified ground truth "segmentation points," where the trajectory is segmented at these points, for each of the training and test trajectories. Step error Then, we converted the segmentation result s of trajectory y into the detection result d = {d 0 , . . .} of segmentation points; a sequence of Boolean values of the same length as s and element d i is true (i.e., a segmentation point) if s i = s i−1 ; otherwise, it is false.
We evaluated the detection results of segmentation points spatially and temporally. The positional error counts the difference in L2 norm in two-dimensional space between segmentation points in the ground truth and segmentation results. The step error counts the time step difference (or index of the sequences). Since we do not know which segmentation points correspond to those in other trajectories, we chose the closest segmentation point for computing errors. To prevent trivial results that minimize these errors (for example, all the points are detected as segmentation points), we added errors by switching the estimated and ground truth sequences.
Agent estimation with the improved MDA
We propose iMDA because of the convergence problem that the original MDA suffers. Here, we compare the convergence of the EM algorithm using a subset of the Pedestrian Walking Path Dataset [1] . First, we selected 1874 trajectories corresponding to approximately 10 agents, each of which corresponds to a behavior connecting two exits from the scene. Then, we trained the proposed iMDA with M = 10 agents. Figure 6 shows the estimated 10 agents. Different agents are shown with arrows in different colors; the arrows connect the start and end locations µ s and µ e , which are represented by Gaussian ellipses p(x s ) and p(x e ). Locations µ s and µ e were initialized by k-means clustering of the first and last points of the trajectories.
To obtain the agent models, trajectories were clustered into agents. This clustering changes over iterations of the EM algorithm, which is shown in Figure 7 . From left to right in the figure, we can see that clustering converges after a small number of iterations, while a few trajectories move from one cluster to another. Figure 8 shows the results of the original MDA. Because of its instability, most trajectories go to a single cluster, even when the initialization is the same as that of iMDA. This clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The proposed iMDA has two factors in its E-step: Gaussian distributions p(x s ) and p(x e ) and Poission distributions p(t s ) and p(t e ), in weights γ k of the log likelihood of Q(Θ,Θ). To observe the effect of these two factors on the results, we omitted one or the other of the factors. Figure 9 shows the results without Poission distributions, and Figure 10 the results without Gaussian distributions. In both figures, the clustering results are still unstable, and both factors are necessary for improving the stability of clustering trajectories and estimating agent models. 
Real data
To evaluate the methods using a real dataset, we manually annotated the 1874 trajectories used in the experiment by specifying points in the trajectories in which the destinations of the trajectories appeared to change. Then, we performed 10-fold cross validation on the 1874 trajectories.
For each fold of the 10-fold cross validation, we performed the iMDA model estimation and HMM training with a different number of agents (between 9 and 12) on the training set. The test set was used for segmentation and evaluation. The results in Table 1 (row "iMDA+HMM") show the averages and standard deviations for the 10-fold cross validation. For the RDP method, we also performed 10-fold cross validation. For each fold, the best parameter (in terms of positional or step errors) was estimated for the training set, and the estimated parameter was used for the test set. The results in Table 1 (row "RDP") show the averages and standard deviations for the 10-fold cross validation. The best selected using the cross validation is shown in the second column. The errors of the proposed method and RDP are comparable: Both the proposed method and RDP have positional errors of approximately 20 pixels. However, RDP does not provide any semantic information for the segmentation. In contrast, the proposed method can divide trajectories into semantically meaningful segments by using the associated agent models, which facilitates the understanding of pedestrians' behavior in a real-world scene. The row "MDA+HMM" of Table 1 shows the results when the original MDA is used for agent model estimation. This shows that the proposed improved MDA model performs better at segmentation. Furthermore, the results show that iMDA+HMM consistently outperforms MDA+HMM. Figure 11 shows four segmentation results. In the first result (a-c), the agents of the pedestrian are correctly visualized: the pedestrian started from the top-left entrance, first moved downward, and then turned toward the exit at the right side. Similar results were obtained in the second (d-f) and third (g-i) trajectories. Figure 11 (j-n) shows the limitation of our approach. The downward trajectory started from the right-top entrance and turned its direction toward the right-top, and then turned downward again. We make two observations. First, at the turning points, the agent from the right-top to the left side (shown in red in Figure 11 (k, m) ) was estimated. This is due to the small step size of the trajectory movement, which means the pedestrian may go nowhere, and an agent may be almost randomly assigned, because no agent can describe the behavior. Procedures for rejecting such cases are needed. Second, when the pedestrian turned to the exit at the right side, the agent from the bottom-left to top-right (shown in orange in Figure 11 (l) ) was incorrectly estimated. Our HMM model uses agent dynamics only and ignores belief parameters (start and end location, or the direction of agent arrow in the figure) for computing the output probability matrix B. Therefore, the selection of agents with similar dynamics suffers confusion. The incorporation of beliefs is left as future work. 
Behavior analysis
In the previous section, we provided a quantitative performance analysis and showed the segmentation results. In this section, we provide a qualitative behavior analysis to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed semantic segmentation method. Table 2 shows the transition probability matrix A estimated by the HMM training with 1874 trajectories. Diagonal elements represent the probability that successive points in a trajectory have the same agent model; it is reasonable that the probability is very close to 1. To visualize the transition between agents more clearly, we define a normalized transition probability matrix A :
Transition between agents
where normr normalizes the rows of a given matrix. The normalized A (shown in Table 3 ) represents transitions to other agents (not including itself), and therefore helps us to understand the relations between agents. Figure 12 visualizes A only with transitions having probabilities larger than 0.2. This shows that agents tend to transit to each other if they share start or end locations (similar beliefs) or if their direction is similar (dynamics). We can make two observations from this figure. First, agents are switched if they share the same start or goal point, which is reasonable. Second, interestingly, some of these transitions are asymmetric; for instance, agent 1 to 0, 2 to 3, and 6 to 8. Agent 0 represents the top-left entrance and the escalator on the right-side, and agent 1 represents the top-left entrance and the exit on the left-bottom. Both agents 0 and 1 share the same starting point; however, the Table 2 . Transition matrix A obtained from 1874 trajectories. Row i represents probabilities of transition from agent i to agent j. The order of the agents is the same as in Figure 7 . dominant transition is from 1 to 0. Although some pedestrians who are following the flow to the bottom-left exit at first may turn to the escalator (agent 1 to 0), the opposite rarely happens (agent 0 to 1). This observation might be useful, for example, for suggesting the placement of additional signboards to guide people from the top-left entrance to the right escalator more effectively. Figure 13 shows an agent occurrence map. In this experiment, we used all 12684 trajectories in the dataset, applied iMDA with 20 agents, performed HMM training, and then segmented all the trajectories. Then, we counted the number of agents that appear in each of 10×10 blocks of the scene of size 1920×1080. For example, a block has a count of 1 if all trajectory segments passing through the block are assigned to the same agent. In the figure, a block is shown in red if the trajectory segments of many different agents pass through it.
Agent occurrence map
There are mainly three areas with higher counts; the ticket counter just below the top-left entrance, the information booth at the center, and the right exit just above the right-side escalator. This means that many agents appear in these areas. In other words, there are many people in these areas that are coming from and going to different locations. Therefore, these areas may be crowded, and the flow of pedestrians may not be smooth, as is the case for the right exit. The high number of agents in the area in front of the ticket counter may represent queues because people move slowly in many directions when standing in a queue. Furthermore, the left and right sides of the information booth are not symmetric, which might suggest an imbalance of activity on the left and right sides of the booth.
Agent density maps of trajectory segments
Here, we show how agents correspond to segments in the scene. We used the segments of the 12684 trajectories obtained during the previous examination of the agent occurrence map. Extracting segments corresponding to a specific agent may explain the behavior of the agent in terms of segments of trajectories, instead of the entire trajectories, as shown in Figure 7 . We plotted the density maps of points of segments using kernel density estimation (KDE) because KDE is more effective for visually understanding distributions of segments than for plotting a large number of points of segments. Figure 14 shows the KDE density maps of segments corresponding to three agents. In Figure  14 (a) segments gather the ticket counter at the left, which means that the corresponding agent is assigned to short segments at the front of the counter. Figure 14 (b) shows many longer segments from the top-left entrance to the right exit, along with some shorter segments from the top-right entrance. Therefore, this agent represents the dominant pedestrian flow from the top-left entrance. In contrast, Figure 14 (c) shows that the agent corresponds to pedestrian flows from three different directions into the top-left exit (entrance). This analysis is made possible using our proposed method for semantic segmentation. The original MDA provides clustering of trajectories only; therefore, the estimated agents are used for analyzing entire trajectories, and not segments. RDP performs segmentation without semantics; thus segments cannot be classified. On the other hand, the proposed method divides trajectories into segments and classifies segments using the estimated agents, which enables us to perform a behavior analysis by using trajectory segments.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a semantic trajectory segmentation method in which MDA and HMM are combined to estimate agent models and segment trajectories according to the learned agents. Experimental results using a dataset of real trajectories showed that the proposed method performs comparably with RDP, with only a small difference in performance. Using our improved MDA in the proposed method greatly improves the performance compared to that of the original MDA. Additionally, examples of the type of behavior analysis that is made possible using the semantic segmentation results were also provided.
Appendix A. A and b
By using the following formulas [23] ∂a T Xb X = ab T (A1)
we have (note that we omit subscript m from A m and b m for simplicity),
and
Therefore, we have the following system of equations.
By introducing the vectorization operator, we can rewrite it as k,h,t 
where vec is the vectorization operator and we used the following formula for 2 × 2 matrices A and B. 
Rewriting the system into matrix form, we have k,h,t γ k (I 2 ⊗x k t−1 (x k t−1 ) T ) (I 2 ⊗x k t−1 ) (I 2 ⊗ (x k t−1 ) T )
